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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we exhibit the creation of the maximal integral domain 
( )mid R  generated by a nonzero commutative ring R . 
 
Let R  be a nonzero commutative ring whose zero-divisors generate a proper ideal of R . 
 is clearly such a one for prime p] p , whereas  is not. Let 6] ( )z R  be the smallest 
prime ideal containing the zero-divisors of R . ( )z R  exists because the maximal ideal 
containing the zero-divisors of R  exists and (like all maximal ideals) is prime. Thus the 
smallest prime ideal containing the zero-divisors of R  must exist.  
Definition: . ( ) ( )/mid R R z R≡
Proposition:  is an integral domain. ( )mid R
Proof: Fix ( ) ( ) ( ), /x z R y z R R z R+ + ∈  with ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )0x z R y z R z R+ + = + . If 
( ) ( )0x z R z R+ = +  or ( ) ( )0y z R z R+ = +  then we are done. Now assume 
( ) ( )0x z R z R+ ≠ +  and ( ) ( )0y z R z R+ ≠ + . Then ( )x z R∉  and . Since 
 is prime, it follows that 
( )y z R∉
( )z R ( )xy z R∉ , hence 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )0 0z R x z R y z R xy z R z R+ = + + = + ≠ +  which is a contradiction, hence 
we must have either  ( ) ( )0x z R z R+ = +  or ( ) ( )0y z R z R+ = + . Therefore  is 
an integral domain. 
( )mid R
